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With the recovery of the Dallas labor market well underway, some industries are experiencing faster recoveries than others. Impacting
more than just the labor market, the COVID-19 pandemic has led to an urban exodus, with submarkets in Dallas’ more densely populated
urban centers suffering as a result.

LABOR MARKET RECOVERY IS VARYING WIDELY BY INDUSTRY
Dallas (MD) ranked among the fastest-growing markets in the nation following the 2008-09 recession. The region’s labor force increased
25% from 2010 to 2019, substantially outpacing growth across Texas overall (18%) and the U.S. (7%). Similarly, nonfarm employment
grew an average of 2.8% per year over this period, again vastly outpacing Texas overall (2.2%) and the U.S. (1.4%). But the worldwide
economic shock of the pandemic didn’t spare Dallas.
NONFARM EMPLOYMENT
DALLAS, SEPTEMBER 2020
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LABOR MARKET RECOVERY IS VARYING WIDELY BY INDUSTRY
Nonfarm employment in Dallas (MD) declined 9.1% from March to April 2020, the sharpest month-over-month decline on record.
Subsequently, the region’s unemployment rate jumped 8.8 percentage points to 13.2%, well above the 8.6% peak during the 2008-09
recession. Although the COVID-19 pandemic has severely impacted Dallas (MD), the region is weathering the storm better than most
metros in the nation. Following April’s historic decline, employment in the region immediately began to recover, adding 28,000 jobs per
month on average from May through September. As a result, employment has recovered to 96% of February levels, faring better than
Texas (94%) and the U.S. (93%). Additionally, the unemployment rate in Dallas (MD) fell to 7.6% in September, below the Texas statewide
average (8.3%) and the U.S. (7.9%).
With the region having recovered roughly 56% of its jobs by September, the key question is how long it will take the labor market to fully
recover. Job growth in May and June primarily came as a result of businesses reopening operations that were temporarily closed by
health mandates, but these job gains have been slowing. Labor market recovery has two main components. First is replacing lost jobs,
which would return the labor market only to its pre-pandemic level. The second concerns the jobs the economy would have added over
this period under normal circumstances.
COVID-19 EMPLOYMENT IMPACT
DALLAS (MD)
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In 2019, the Dallas (MD) economy added roughly 7,000 jobs per month on average. So for each month that it takes to return to the prepandemic level of employment, the region is effectively losing a further 7,000 jobs per month. As mentioned, Dallas (MD) added roughly
28,000 jobs per month from May through September. This is a positive sign, and at this pace the labor market would return to February
2020 levels by January 2021. Because the economy would normally have been adding 7,000 jobs per month, it would take a further four
months for the region’s labor market to fully recover to its pre-pandemic trend. This assumes, however, that monthly employment gains
remain at a robust 28,000. Considering that employment growth has slowed to 13,000 jobs per month on average over the past three
months, the moderating labor market recovery will probably push the recovery further into 2021.
Nonfarm employment will probably return to pre-pandemic levels in the first half of 2021, but the recovery of individual sectors will follow
vastly different timelines. Employment in higher-paying industries almost fully recovered as of September 2020. This group includes the
Prof/Sci/Tech, Manufacturing, and Finance and Insurance sectors. Indeed, a more granular look at the Dallas (MD) labor market indicates
that industries that pay higher wages on average have been far less impacted by the pandemic than industries paying lower wages, which
includes the Accommodation and Food Services, Retail Trade, and Other Services sectors. So, although Dallas (MD) continues to weather
the COVID-19 storm better than most, a bifurcated labor market recovery is leaving some workers far worse off than others.
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PANDEMIC’S IMPACT ON APARTMENT RENTAL MARKETS IS CONCENTRATED AMONG DENSE URBAN SUBMARKETS
Compared with that of the Houston metro area, the Dallas apartment market has taken a sharper blow in rents from the COVID-19
pandemic. More submarkets reported average rent declines than increases, with the sharpest drops in areas closest to the center of the
city. The Oaklawn (-12.3%), Central Dallas (-3.7%), and Southwest Dallas (-2.8%) submarkets reported the largest declines. Meanwhile,
the largest increases were in places farther from the city: The Far Northwest/Farmers Branch submarket, for example, reported a 6.3%
increase in rents. In the southern part of Dallas County, REIS reported an 8.8% increase in annual rents.
On the other hand, data on vacancy rates show restrained economic impact from COVID-19. Overall, the vacancy rate in the Dallas
area was 6.2% in September, only a 0.6-percentage-point increase from the 5.6% in September 2019. But a few outlier submarkets
reported a significant change in vacancies. The South County region’s rate rose to 4.7% from 2.8% in September 2019. Other areas
with large increases were Ellis County, which rose 1.7 percentage points, and the Northwest region of the city, which increased from
6.5% to 8.0%. Generally, areas closer to the city reported more restrained changes in vacancy rates, with the Central Dallas submarket
reporting only a 0.2-percentage-point rise. Interestingly, the largest fall in vacancy rates was in the Oaklawn submarket, whose 4.5%
rate in September was down 2.7 percentage points from 7.2% a year before.
LARGEST RENT GAINS
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In terms of new construction, through September 2020, only 4,188 apartment units were completed. This is a 62% drop from the same
period a year ago; in fact, it was the smallest year-to-date number of apartment completions since 2012.
LARGEST RENT DECLINES
DALLAS (MD)
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Overall, the Dallas (MD) economy has outperformed many of the nation’s largest metros. And although the recovery has not been
as rapid as the downturn, the pace of growth has been faster than in previous cycles. With the recent surge in new COVID-19 cases,
potential near-term headwinds exist in the form of more rigid public health mandates. But with vaccines available soon, the outlook for
2021 is strong and the Dallas (MD) is set to continue leading the pack.
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